
 

 

Joker: From the murk rise flabby creatures with 

antediluvian hate in their eyes.  Make a Luck (-2) check or 

they drag you into the cold deep with them and you lose 

two stamina.  If you pass, a cat leaps from the shadows, 

raking their eyes and leading you to safety.  Gain Honor.  

Ten: The light of the gibbous moon is blotted out as a 

titanic lizard rises, and you know it to be Bokrug.  Make a 

Lore (-2) check to say the right prayers to the Great Old 

One and be granted the Bloodstone of Bokrug.  If you fail, 

the deity is displeased, you are reduced to zero stamina. 

Nine: Make a Luck (-1) check to find the throne room of 

the fallen king Nargis-Hei.  Under broken walls and rotting 

curtains, you find one Dream Item. 

Eigbt: In ruins of stone culled from another world you find 

a relic, but you know the vindictive ghosts of Ib treasure it.  

Draw three Dream Items.  You may take one, but if you do, 

you are Cursed. 

Seven: As you wade through the lake that floods this 

cursed city, the blood of those slaughtered a thousand 

years ago streaks through the water.  Lose one sanity. 

Six: In the sunken ruins, water lizards stare down at you 

from the walls, with ancient reptilian hate in their eyes.  

Lose one sanity.  

Five: Make a Sneak (-1) check to enter the ancient library 

without disturbing the crumbling stones.  If you pass, draw 

three spells and keep one, but if you fail the building 

crashes down around you, lose two stamina. 

Four: You swim to the great rock Akurion and study the 

strange symbols etched into it in the language of Ib.  Make 

a Lore (-1) check to gain a spell. 

Three: You see an ivy wrapped youth staring forlornly over 

the city.  If you pass a Luck (-2) check, he mournfully tells 

you of the city as it used to be, gain two clues.  If you fail, 

he screams his inhuman grief, costing you two sanity. 

Two: Wading through the shattered city, you find an altar 

of chrysolite with the word DOOM painted onto it in an 

unsteady hand.  Gain two clues, but become cursed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ten: You have dreamed of sinking into this lake a thousand 

times before, but you always wake before you reach the 

bottom.  Make a Fight (-2) check to hold your breath long 

enough to reach the the Bloodstone of Bokrug buried 

below.  If you fail you are delayed by your mad search. 

Nine: The deranged shade of Taran-Ish begs you take the 

idol away from this place before it brings doom to his city...  

But what will it do to yours?  You may take the Bloodstone 

of Bokrug, but if you do the nightmare track is filled.  

Eight: Ghosts revel around you, drinking wine and inviting 

you to join the feast commemorating nine hundred, ninety 

and nine years since the fall of Ib.  You join the festivities, 

taking some small solace in the fact these poor ghosts at 

least lived before they died.  Gain one sanity and stamina. 

Seven: You look up at the gibbous moon, and see lights 

stream down to meet the mists rising from the lake.  Once 

more, the doom has come to Sarnath.  Roll a dice.  Gain 

that many clues, and lose that many points split between 

stamina and sanity as you choose. 

Six: In the haunting moonlight you see the ghosts of 

history.  Make a Luck (-2) check.  If you pass you see 

humans settlers hacking apart flabby beings of Ib, gain two 

sanity.  If you fail, you see the vengeance of Ib, slaughtering 

the fat, hapless descendents, lose two sanity. 

Five: A mad ghost calling himself Taran-Ish tells you of a 

way to hold the dark gods at bay.  You know it is too late for 

his city, but perhaps it is not too late for yours.  You may 

spend a dream trophy or five toughness of monster 

trophies to remove a doom token from the track. 

Four: Wailing ghosts of Sarnath surround you, and you can 

feel one settle in your mind.  Make a Will (-2) check.  If you 

pass, you manage to contain yourself and gain a skill from 

the dead.  If you fail you are wracked with millenia old 

despair, lose two sanity. 

Three: Mists flow outwards from the lake, reflecting the 

unnatural light of the moon.  Make a Speed (-2) check to 

outrun the fog, or become delayed.  

Two: You are surrounded by an army of chinless, flabby 

ghosts who reach for you with spectral claws.  Make a 

Speed (-) check to escape, or else you are reduced to zero 

stamina.    

 

Sarnath 



 

 

Joker: Deep in the woods, you hear the Zoogs conspiring 

to finally find out what cats taste like.  Make a Sneak (-2) 

check to slip into Ulthar and warn the cats.  If you fail, the 

Zoogs catch you and you lose two stamina.  If you pass, 

then Honor joins you in gratitude for the warning.  

Ten: A zoog races between your legs, and second later a 

horrible monster appears in chase, although it seems 

perfectly content to settle for you.  A monster ambushes 

you.  If you defeat it, the Zoog companion, realizing the 

value of a much larger friend, joins you. 

Nine: If your combined stamina and sanity is five or less, a 

cat sidles up to you and speaks in a bored tone “And you’re 

the one who’s supposed to be saving the dream?  A bit 

battered, aren’t we?  I suppose I’d better come along to do 

the heavy lifting...” .  Gain Honor as an ally.   

Eight: A haunted tree stands at the forests heart, grown 

from a seed that fell from the moon.  Pass a Lore (-2) check, 

to see alien words formed in its bark, gaining a spell.  

Seven: Atal, the high priest of Ulthar has much to share 

with the enlightened, but he will not waste his time on 

layman.  For every spell you possess, gain one clue. 

Six: You visit Atal’s chambers, but the old man is drowning 

the memory of someone called Barzai in wine.    Make a 

Lore (-1) check to understand enough to gain two clues. 

Five: In a clearing you see a massive stone plug that seals 

these woods from the horrors beneath the earth.  Perhaps 

it is only your nerves, but you feel like you can hear 

something scratching at the stone from beneath...  Lose 

one sanity but gain one clue. 

Four: You meet a veteran dreamer leaving the woods – 

but not all dreamers are allies.  Make a Luck (-2) check.  If 

you pass the dreamer teaches you a few tricks to survive 

the dream, gain one spell.  If you fail he is a cruel warlock 

who curses you for presuming to speak to him.   

Three: In the woods stands a circle of colossal stones, with 

strange inscriptions carved into them by what looks like 

claws... but what manner of beast has claws twenty feet 

from the ground?  Lose a sanity and gain a clue.   

Two: In Ulthar a purring cat rubs against your leg.  As you 

look down you see it is identical to a beloved childhood pet 

long dead.  Perhaps it is merely a coincidence... but perhaps 

not?  Gain two sanity.  

 

 

Ten: If you have a monster trophy, when you go to check 

your pack you find a gorged Zoog finishing off the last of 

your prize.  Discard a monster trophy and, after giving it a 

stern talking to and wiping the worst of the gore off your 

possessions, you gain a Zoog Companion. 

Nine: A zoog leaps into your pack from a low branch, and 

seems to want to accompany you in your quest.  Make a 

Luck (-2) check.  If you pass, the Zoog Companion joins you.  

If you fail, then he instead gnaws a hole in your bag and 

scampers out.  You lose one item through the hole.  

Eight: In the winding alleys of Ulthar, a pack of sinister, 

yowling cats herd you to some location of their choosing.  If 

you pass a Luck (-1) check, they drive you to a dream item, 

then vanish without a trace.  If you fail, then the cats are 

merely toying with you for their amusement – even in this 

place, cats are cats.  You are delayed. 

Seven: You stumble into a Zoog settlement, but the 

inhabitants do not take kindly to strangers.    If you pass a 

Will (-1) check after calm them in their fluttering language, 

they share their food and wine with you, gain two sanity.  If 

you fail they run you out, lose two stamina. 

Six: Make a Will (-3) check or discard Whiskey or Moon 

Tree Wine to get the priest Atal drunk enough to tell you 

his story.  If you succeed, he tells you of his master, Barzai, 

who went to meet the gods of earth, but instead found 

their terrible wardens.  Gain 3 clues. 

Five: In the town of Ulthar, across the River Skai, you rest 

for a while.  Gain one sanity and stamina.  

Four:  A cat leaps into a tree bough alongside your head 

and speaks in perfect English.  “The Chaos crawls, but we 

stand firm against His servants.  Speak a name and they 

shall breathe no more.”  You may spend a clue to have any 

one monster in the dreamlands returned to the cup.   

Three: As you idly go to stroke a cat in the tavern, it raises 

its head to you and speaks “You serve the Chaos , though 

you know it not.  Leave this place, or we shall tear you 

apart.”  Lose one sanity, then move to either Sarnath or 

Dyath-Leen and have an encounter. 

Two: You call upon Atal, but the enigmatic old man is out.  

If you want to look through his chambers, make a Sneak (-

1) check.  If you pass, draw Dream Items until you find a 

Tome.  If you fail, he catches and curses you. 

 

The Enchanted Woods 



 

 

Joker: A cat snatches an item from your pouch and 

scampers down one of the twisting basalt alleys.  Make a 

Speed (-2) check to catch him.  If you pass, you find the cat 

grinning at you “Protective, aren’t you?  Just what a cat 

looks for in a friend” Gain Honor as an ally.  If you fail, lose 

one item of your choice.  

Ten: A strange trader with a grin broader than seems 

natural begins chatting to you in a tavern.  He seems to 

know a great deal more about you than a stranger should, 

and when he offers his services you become more 

suspicious still.  If you let him join you, gain Corb Jinn but 

fill the nightmare track to full. 

Nine: Make a Luck (-1) check.  If you pass, a woman from 

Hlanith speaks to you in hushed tones, offering a device the 

Dreamlands have never seen.  Gain a common item.  

Eight: A strange ship docks in town, releasing maddened 

sailors who babble of fabled Cathuria.  You find one man 

ranting what seems to be an arcane mantra.  Gain a spell. 

Seven: A tattooed trader gifts you a dream item from 

Xura.  However if you fail a Will (-1) check, you are 

tormented by thoughts of going to Xura to see what other 

wonders it has, and are reduced to one sanity. 

Six: As you bump into one of the wide mouthed men, his 

turban is knocked down for a moment, revealing two horns.  

Lose one sanity but gain one clue.  

Five: In one of the dingy waterside bars, a turbaned man 

offers you a free drink.  Pass a Luck (-2) check, to spend a 

pleasant evening on free alcohol, gain one sanity.  If you fail 

you are drugged and taken to The Moon. 

Four: Games of chance, games of skill, games of life and 

death, all are played in Dyath Leen.  Make a Luck (-2) check 

to win a Dream Item.  If you fail, you lose an item. 

Three: You ask around in the taverns of Dyath-Leen about 

the strange Black Ships.  If you make a Will (-2) check two 

grizzled sailors from Thran tells you of rowers that never 

leave the ship, an endless market for fat slaves, and traders 

with broad smiles and cloven feet.  Gain two clues. 

Two: Every day in Dyath Leen a thousand deals are made 

in the markets, and two thousand in the gutters.  Draw 

three dream items, you may trade for any of them with 

unique items or spells on a one for one basis.  

 

 

 

Ten: All things are traded in Dyath Leen, no matter how 

strange.  This is bought home when a man with a wide 

smile and turban offers his services for merely the smallest 

finger on your left hand.  You may lose two stamina to gain 

Corb Jinn. 

Nine: One of the sharp toothed traders offers to trade one 

of your items for a glorious relic he has found.  If you pass a 

Lore (-2) check you realize it is a fake and, impressed by 

your savvy, Corb Jinn offers to join you.  If you fail, then 

discard one item you traded for the worthless replica.  

Eight: As you walk down the dark basalt alley, you sense a 

strange figure tailing you.  As you turn to confront him, his 

robe falls away and a monster appears! 

Seven: You misunderstand some directions and find 

yourself in one of the barbaric fighting pits by the wharves.  

As drunken sailors yell bets from above, a monster appears, 

which you cannot evade.  If you defeat it, then you are 

rewarded by a dream item. 

Six: The tavern you find yourself in has a new shipment of 

Kledian liquor, and you can’t help but indulge.  Gain one 

stamina and sanity from the ambrosia, but make a Fight (-

1) check or you awake with one item of your choice stolen.   

Five: One of the wide mouthed traders offers you a 

wondrous item if you will tell him what your mother called 

you when you were young.  As you walk away you feel a 

strange coldness seeping through you, and wonder what it 

really cost you.  Gain a dream item but lose two sanity. 

Four: A ship from Lalag Leng docks, a city in the North who 

produces fine silk but has no mulberry trees.  If you want to 

make your way on board, make a Sneak (-1) check to slip 

aboard and find the horrifying truth and two clues, but if 

you fail lose two stamina. 

Three: In one of the teeming bazaars, a gold skinned man 

drops something.  Your eyes catch it at the same moment 

as an urchin.  Make a Speed (-2) check to get it first and 

gain a dream item. 

Two: The Black ships only ever accept payment in slaves, 

for reasons no one dares speaks of.  Amongst the luckless 

souls destined for this fate you recognize someone from 

the waking world!  Draw an ally, and if you discard any two 

items or spells you buy them from the traders. 

 

Dyath-Leen 


